Writing poetry is an activity to express thoughts and feelings in a form of writing with a selection of beautiful and clear diction. The method of Group Investigation (GI) is a method that teaches students to cooperate. Flannel Media is a medium made using flannel cloth. The title of the research that the author designed was "Learning Poetry Writing by Paying Attention to the Elements of the Builders Using the Group Investigation (GI) Method assisted by Flannel Media in Class X Students of Pasundan 8 Bandung High School". The results obtained by students after conducting research are 1) the author is able to plan, implement and assess learning to write poetry by noticing the building blocks. It is needed with the assessment obtained, for RPP to get a value of 4.00 and the implementation gets a value of 3.93. 2) students are able to write poems by observing the building elements using Flanelgraf's media-assisted group investigation (GI) method. This is evidenced by the results of the average pre-test value of the experimental class is 64.4 while the average posttest value of the experimental class is 89.9. 3) there is an increase in learning outcomes of students in learning to write poems by noticing the building blocks. This can be proven by the results of the tcount test in the experimental class is 39.9 and greater than the tcount of the control class which amounts to 15.39. 4) the Flanelgraf-assisted investigation group (GI) method was more effective than the lecture method. This can be proven by the results of the tcount test in the experimental class are 39.9 and tcount the control class which amounts to 15.39. Based on several things that have been proven by several assessments it can be said that the research conducted by the author is considered successful.
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